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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.14 Edge 
 

Edge 1+ is a two-way switched access service offered only in conjunction with Carrier's 
interstate Edge 1+ service. Edge provides customers with mileage based per minute 
rates for both their inbound (800) and outbound (1+) usage.  Edge customers may 
originate outbound intrastate calls by dialing 1 plus an area code and the desired 
telephone number, or by dialing 10XXX and then the area code and the desired 
telephone number. Inbound calls are originated to the Edge customer's designated 
location by users dialing 1+ the Edge customer's 800 telephone number. 
 
Edge calls are based on length of call, the distance between the originating and 
terminating locations of each call, and time of day.  The customer's total monthly use of 
Edge service is charged at the applicable service hours and rates per minute set forth in 
the Flexible Rate Schedule. Edge calls are billed in six second increments, with a thirty 
second minimum for each call. Any fraction of an increment is rounded up to the next 
whole increment. Edge 1+ customers who make long distance calls through Access 
(Travel) are billed in six second increments with a thirty second minimum at the rates set 
forth in the Flexible Rate Schedule of the tariff. 
 
Edge 1+ customers will receive the following discount credits on qualifying usage: 1) a 
discount credit of 10% will be applied to all outbound Edge 1+ calls made to a single area 
code with highest total domestic usage during a billing cycle; and 2) a discount credit of 
10% will be applied to all outbound Edge 1+ calls between telephone numbers (ANIs) on 
the same Carrier account. 
 
Calls made to directory assistance telephone numbers are charged on a per call basis. 
 

2.5.15 Frontier Community Choice 
 
Frontier Community Choice (FCC) is a mileage sensitive product carrying differing rates 
by rate band, length of contract term, and level of services billed by the Company.  FCC 
is offered only in conjunction with carrier’s interstate FCC service, wherein customer are 
provided with both inbound (8XX) and outbound (1+) service. Customers canceling 
service before the contract has expired will be required to pay a cancellation fee equal to 
the minimum monthly billing amount for the remaining life of the contract. 
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